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At the train station A: Hello B: Good morning



Vocabulary  Off-peak =



A: I would like a single to Stansted airport. How



during times



much will that cost?



that aren’t



B: Off-peak costs £37.50, anytime costs £37.90 and



busy



First Class costs £60.50. A: When if off-peak? B: Off-peak starts at 9:30. A: Ok, then I need to buy an anytime ticket. B: There are trains leaving at 8:04, 8:34, 8:45 and



 Get off = leave the train  Line = a specific route  Platform =



8:55, which would you prefer?



the place



A: I would prefer the first one, please. When does



where you get



the train arrive?



on the train



B: The train will arrive at 10:27. A: Are there any changes? B: Yes, you need to get off at Paddington and then take the underground to Liverpool Street. A: Which lines do I need to take to get from Paddington to Liverpool Street? B: You can either take the Circle line or Hammersmith & City line. A: Which platform does the train leave from? B: The train leaves from platform 10. A: Thank you. B: Can I help you with anything else? A: No, thank you. That’s it. B: Will you pay with cash or card? A: I would like to pay with cash. B: That’s £40, so £2.10 change. Thank you and have a good journey. A: Thank you, goodbye.
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